
Abdullah Mahmoud 
Middle Flutter Developer 
( +3 ) Years Of Experience in Native Android Developer (Java and Kotlin) , ( +2 ) Years Of Experience in
Flutter Development (Android, iOS) 

3bdmah@gmail.com 00971 50-749-2455 

Abu Dhabi, UAE linkedin.com/in/abdmahhmoud 

github.com/abdmahhmoud 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor's Degree: Software Engineering 
Syrian Private University 
09/2014 - 02/2020,  Damascus - Syria 

Software Engineering 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Android Developer 
freelancer 
08/2017 - 01/2020,  Damascus - Syria 
Remotely 

Flutter Developer 
freelancer 
01/2021 - Present,  UAE 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

Object Oriented Programming ( OOP ) 

Problem Solving SOLID principles 

Flutter Experience Flutter Developer 

Methodologies: Agile – Scrum 

Structure pattern : MVVM, MVP and MVC 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Messages App (11/2021 - 12/2021) 

Message display application developed using kotlin and re-developed
using flutter, its features are copying, adding to favorites and sharing
, using technologies (sqflite, getx) It got 2 million downloads 

News App (01/2021 - 02/2021) 
This is a news application. I made it to learn the all basics of the REST
APIS (using http package), Shared Preference and State Management
(getx). This app connects to the APIS to show the user all news based
on the category like (Sports-Business-Science). Also it has the dark
mode option. 

E-commerce (03/2021 - 04/2021) 
This is a full e-commerce application. I made by using Firebase,
Shared Preference and State Management (getx). This app connects
to the FirebaseFirestore to show you the all products in the store
based on the category like (Baby-Electronics-Men's Fashion). Also you
add your product to your favorites list to buy later or cart to make an
order. 

Note App (03/2021 - 03/2021) 
This is a notes app. I made it to learn the all basics of the SQL-lite
database and State Management (getx).It is very simple and easy to
use. The main idea of the application is to store the user notes as
tasks to help him managing his time. Also he sets a deadline to end
this task and the application shows him if the task had done or not 

House Rent (04/2021 - 04/2021) 
This application is a rental property app that will allow users to rent
out properties like that of AirBnB and Homeaway. The purpose of
this app is to help develop my flutter development skills 

Travel App (10/2021 - 10/2021) 
Travel App UI Template made in Flutter for both Android & iOS. 

Chat app (01/2022 - 01/2022) 
A chat app made by Flutter and Firebase. Support login with google
account, chat with any user, send text, image, update avatar and
profile 

LANGUAGES 
Arabic 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

English 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Degree 

mailto:3bdmah@gmail.com
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https://github.com/abdmahhmoud
https://github.com/stevie1mat/Travel-App-UI-In-Flutter#running-the-project

